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TRUE DETECTION LIMIT OF RARE EARTH ELEMENTS IN ATOMIC EMISSION
ANALYSIS WITH AN ARC TWO-JET PLASMATRON
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In atomic emission analysis the determination of rare earth elements (REE) in natural
materials is complicated by the high level of line interferences from accompanying
elements. This leads to the situations of the overlapping of lines and other drawbacks, In
this case the true limit of detection can be essentially increased in comparison with
samples, not having interfering elements.
The method proposed by Boumans et al. [1,2] was used for numerical valuation of true
detection limit {Ci_true) w'^n *ne additional terms of Q, the ratio of the sensitivity Sj(Aa)
of the interfering line signal at the wavelength Xa of the analysis line and the sensitivity
SA of the latter. It is clear that minimizing the Q-values will improve the true detection
limit and it may be used as a rational criterion of the line selection in practical cases.
Measurement of Q-values and C\_ ^ e were carried out for spectra excitation in an
argon arc dual plasma jet [3,4].
The spectral scans for the two prominent lines of REE and each of the interfering lines
of the most common interfering elements in real samples were recorded by an
automatized microphotometer of computer controlled. These individual spectral scans
were combined in common scans for each selected analytical lines with the help of the
computer program.
The sensitivities S/\, Si{Xa) and the Q-values were received from presented scans and

were used for calculation of true detection limit. Its magnitudes are evaluated for some
complex geological and environment materials (the different composition of minerals,
rocks, ores, soils, silts,, bottom sediments, ashes of coal). The contents of interfering
elements for these natural samples were taken according to appropriate on the
reference samples.The tables, presented in this work, show significant interferents for
natural samples and increase of true detection limit of selected lines of REE with
respect to "pure" samples by one or even two order of magnitude.
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